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What is NCC ? NCC (National Cadet Corps) is an 

governmental organization where the students of 

schools and colleges joins on volunteer basis and get 

trained. NCC plays a great part in shaping the youth of 

the nation as a dedicated, disciplined, good leaders and 

citizens to the nation. 

 

 

What are the trainings in NCC ?  There are several 

training in NCC under institutional and various camps like 

NIC, RDC, TSC, EBSB, YEP , Adventures, Sports camps and 

more. The training activities includes basic military 

trainings like drills, weapon training, map reading, 



 

 

obstacles training and self developments, social skills, 

leadership skills. 

 

 

Some of my training experience ! At first, the trainings I 

undergone like drills, physical parade and classes for self 

development, life lessons and leadership took me 

physically and mentally lot of steps ahead and taught me 

how to shape my life and career well. 

 

Next , We have done several activities and conducted 

some webinar on National and International days by 

which we created awareness among the people. For 

planning these kind of activities , initially we learned 

about those days and why those days were created by 

that we came to know lots of social issues and ways to 

solve them together with others. 

 

We were also participated in various government 

initiative activities like Swachh Bharat, Swachhata 

Pakhwada, Fit India by which we learned to be fit and 

how important it is and also we had opportunities to 



 

 

learn and contribute our service to nation by keeping our 

surroundings clean. 

 

We were also trained directly by military personnels in 

camps which was a great experience to learn from them. 

 

All of my trainings and activities did in NCC was always by 

uniting with other cadets of my batch which always 

remains me the motto of NCC “Unity and Discipline” and 

its importance cause togetherness achieves a lot . 

 

 

Jai hind.. 
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